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Abstract

The main challenges in person re-identification are re-
lated to different camera acquisition conditions and high
inter-class similarities. These aspects motivated us to han-
dle such problems by learning intra-camera discrimina-
tive models, based on training samples, to discover repre-
sentative individuals for a given sample (probe or gallery
samples), referred to as prototypes. These prototypes are
used to weight the features according to their discriminative
power by using the Partial Least Square (PLS) method. We
also exploit models built from the gallery and probe sam-
ples to generate re-identification results that will be com-
bined in a single ranking using ranking aggregation tech-
niques. According to the experiments, the proposed method
achieves state-of-the-art results. They also demonstrate that
aggregating the results achieved by our method with results
achieved by a distance metric learning method, outperforms
the state-of-the-art, e.g., the top-1 rank is increased in al-
most 10 percent points for VIPeR and PRID 450S data sets.

1. Introduction

Responsible for automatically tracking individuals in a
camera network, the person re-identification (Re-ID) has
attracted the attention of many researches in the past few
years [1]. The high intra-class variance caused by different
camera acquisition conditions such as viewpoints, illumi-
nation, poses and background interference makes it a chal-
lenge problem. In addition, due to the lack of temporal in-
formation (the individuals cannot be tracked continuously
by only one camera) and the low reliability on traditional
biometrics cues such as face and iris recognition because
of low resolution images [31], the ranking generated by re-
identification need to be based on the appearance alone [7].

The Re-ID is highly related with image retrieval [27].
Considering that we have a probe sample with unknown
identity, the goal is to rank a gallery of known subjects. In
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Figure 1. Examples from VIPeR dataset [6]. Images are split in
two subsets according to the camera (blue borders for camera c1
and red for camera c2). The left column shows the same person in
the probe (top row) and in the gallery (bottom row). In the center
are individuals similar to the samples in the left. The right column
shows their image pairs in the other camera (prototypes).

Re-ID, the probe and gallery images are usually captured
by different cameras, from which training samples can be
employed to learn a similarity model. In fact, the most
common scenario evaluated by state-of-the-art methods for
Re-ID considers closed-set Re-ID, single-shot, two cameras
and short period [1]. In other words, there are two nearby
cameras, c1 and c2, with just one image of each subject per
camera and the identity being presented in the probe sample
is always in the gallery. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario.

Different approaches for Re-ID can be roughly cate-
gorized as distance metric learning and appearance-based.
Distance metric learning methods estimate affine transfor-
mations [10] that respect a pairwise constraint, keeping



pairs of the same person closer than pairs of different per-
sons regardless of the representation of choice. These meth-
ods usually have the drawback of overfitting and presenting
high computational costs due to the complex optimization
problems [31]. On the other hand, appearance-based meth-
ods assume that it is possible to extract features that are
simultaneously robust to different camera acquisition con-
ditions and discriminative, which is in practice unfeasible.
These methods classify the pairs in same or not-same using
some standard distances [31] or a classifiers.

In Schwartz and Davis [25], the obtained results indi-
cated a superior performance of Partial Least Square (PLS)
method, in Re-ID problem, when compared to PCA and dif-
ferent setups of SVM. Then, a PLS one-against-all classi-
fication scheme is employed to model appearance in our
work. In addition, inspired by the work of Chunxiao et
al. [15], our models are learned using prototypes - subjects
with similar appearances - obtained from a training set. To
avoid inter-camera hurdles, our prototypes are constructed
using intra-camera similarity models, such as the one-shot
similarity (OSS) [29], and are restricted to individuals cap-
tured by the same camera. Finally, the matches are ranked
according to the responses given by the PLS models and
when multiple rankings are available for a given probe im-
age, they are aggregated to obtain a final answer regarding
its identity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that evaluates and aggregates different techniques to
construct a unified ranking.

The main contribution of this work is that we tackle the
person re-identification problem without dealing directly
with different camera conditions (a probe image captured
by a camera c1 is not compared against gallery samples cap-
tured by a camera c2 directly). As illustrated in Figure 1, for
a given gallery image captured by a camera c2, we use an
intra-camera discriminative model to discover a set of sim-
ilar individuals in training set, which were also captured by
camera c2. Thus, the transition from c2 to c1 in training
set is seamless, since pair of images in both cameras are
available. Then, instead of comparing the probe image with
gallery samples directly, we compare it to the similar indi-
viduals in training set and at the same camera as the probe
(our prototypes). This strategy avoids camera transforma-
tions, such as brightness transfer functions [9] and explores
the inter-class similarity in our favour.

Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
appearance-based method is successful for person re-
identification, reaching results that only have been achieved
by approaches based on distance metric learning in two im-
portant data sets, the VIPeR and the PRID 450S.

2. Related Works
This section briefly reviews the main works focused on

person re-identification. Detailed discussions can be found

in [1] and [28]. We describe works based on two main ap-
proaches: (1) distance metric learning and (2) appearance-
based. While the former is based on finding global and lin-
ear transformations to emphasized relevant dimensions re-
inforcing a pairwise constraint, the latter focuses on the im-
age representation seeking for more robust and discrimina-
tive features. Experimental results show that improved re-
sults can be achieved when both approaches are combined,
indicating that they provide complementary information.

2.1. Methods Based on Distance Metric Learning

This line of research aims at learning a distance metric
that gives smaller distances between pairs of the same per-
son and larger otherwise, usually based on the Mahalanobis
distance. Koerstinger et al. [10] proposed KISSME, a sim-
ple yet effective strategy based on the likelihood-ratio test
that is orders of magnitude faster than comparable meth-
ods. However, when employed for small training sets, it
needs a smoothing and regularization step as pointed out
by Tao et al. [27]. In [31], the authors addressed the prob-
lem employing probability in which the objective function
maximizes the probability of similar pairs being closer. Dif-
ferently, a relaxed pairwise metric is learned considering
pairs at different camera conditions [8]. While the major-
ity of the methods use the feature space, in [14] a common
subspace is employed to jointly transform image features
and learn local optimal metrics. The scalability issue is ad-
dressed in [17], where multiple camera pairs are used to
learn a multi-task distance metric, called MtMCML.

2.2. Appearance-Based Methods

Appearance-based methods seek for features that are sta-
ble to changes in resolution, pose, background and illumi-
nation. These features in low resolution images are highly
based on the clothing information, mainly in color and tex-
ture, since shape is related to the articulated human body
and depends on the pose and the viewpoint [1]. Even though
texture descriptors as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [8] and
filters, such as Gabor and Schmidt, have been employed [7],
they are in usually outperformed by color descriptors such
as color names [12] and histogram of color channels [7].

While in [18] the authors use pixels directly, the major-
ity of the works use more complex features and some ma-
chine learning techniques such as AdaBoost [7], PLS [25],
RankSVM [21], RankBoost [12], PCA [30] and RCCA [2].
Furthermore, some works regard feature information as
complementary and concatenate them given weights ac-
cordingly to their importance [25]. However, what is the
most important feature? That depends on the most dis-
criminative characteristics present in probe and gallery im-
ages [15, 16]. In [16], for instance, the importance of each
feature is estimated in subsets of similar individuals (proto-
types) using random forests.
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed method. For a given image sample (probe or gallery), first we find the prototypes using the intra-camera
similarity models based on training samples (Section 3.1), then the prototypes are used to model the image sample (Section 3.2) and finally
the both rankings are aggregated to obtain the final answer regarding the identity of the sample (Section 3.3).

Colors descriptors have advanced from the early works
that used brightness transfer functions to handle differ-
ent camera illuminations [9, 20] to more stable features
which do not require constant calibration [18, 12, 30, 13].
In [13], the authors captured stable aspects of the multi-
modal color distributions using shape-context descriptors
and log-chromacity color space. On the other hand, in [12],
semantic color names (e.g. red, black, gray) learned from
the internet are employed to relate RGB values with proba-
bility distributions over color names. Instead of using a pal-
let of colors names captured externally, Cai and Pietik [3]
implicitly discovered it using k-means and soft-assignment
using the bag-of-words scheme. Yang et al. [30] presented
the SCNCD, which computes for each RGB value a prob-
abilistic distribution over color names. They used 16-color
palette1 in the RGB color space. The SCNCD employs an
index to assign multiple RGB values to the same descrip-
tor, increasing its robustness. The saliency is then obtained
attributing non-zero probabilities only to the nearest color
names with respect to the RGB value.

3. Proposed Method

In this section we describe our novel method, which is
schematically represented in Figure 2. For each sample si
(either in the gallery or a probe), our approach computes a
subset containing the most similar individuals from a train-

116-color palette color names are fuchsia, blue, aqua, lime, yellow, red,
purple, navy, teal, green, olive, maroon, black, gray, silver and white.

ing set (note that there is no intersection between individ-
uals in the gallery and in the training set). These individ-
ual are considered to be representative of sample si. Since
these individuals are in the training set, their samples in the
other camera, say c2, are available. We call such subset of
samples in camera c2 prototypes. The use of prototypes in-
directly handles different camera conditions.

When using the gallery samples, we have a set of n in-
dividuals, denoted by G = {g1, ..., gn} and a set of proto-
types P̂ = {P̂1, ..., P̂n}, where P̂i are the prototypes for the
subject gi.

Once the prototypes are available, the PLS one-against-
all is employed to find discriminative models (Section 3.1).
PLS finds latent variables that model the linear relations
between observed variables considering response variables
(class labels). It is a class aware dimensionality reduction
algorithm which iteratively constructs a low dimensional
subspace given higher weights to more discriminative fea-
tures [22]. These weights are proportional to the regression
coefficients (β) values [24]. For each image sample, a dif-
ferent PLS is learned considering its prototype as positive
and all remaining images in the training sample as negative,
which has the advantage of adaptively weighting the fea-
tures importance (Section 3.2). By projecting the feature
vector of the sample onto the multiple models, it is possible
to build a rank of similarities, the higher the response, more
similar the sample and the prototypes are (Section 3.3). By
executing the described process, two rankings can be ob-
tained, one when the gallery sample is considered and an-



other when the probe is considered.

3.1. Prototype Discovery

In this section, we describe the method employed to dis-
cover prototypes. The search for prototypes is performed
using only samples from the training set captured by the
same camera as the sample image being considered. For in-
stance, given a person captured by camera c1, just the train-
ing images at camera c1 will be considered in the similarity
models. This strategy avoids inter-camera hurdles.

Our approach was inspired in [16], with some impor-
tant improvements. First, as consequence of high inter-
class similarities, the prototypes here are not considered as
disjoint subsets, which avoids similar subjects assigned to
distinct prototypes and further modeled in different train-
ing classes. For instance, a person dressing black shirt and
white pants can belong to these two subsets black shirt and
white pants, while in [16], it must be assigned to one of
them. In addition, in [16], the prototype discover is an unsu-
pervised method which considers all images as captured by
a unique camera. Differently, our method is supervised and
restricted to images captured by the same camera, which
means that each prototype is a representative appearance
model for a sample image and can be computed by a intra-
camera similarity model.

The procedure to discover prototypes, illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, works as follows. Given a person p in the testing
set (probe or gallery), captured by a known camera c1, and
a set of training samples, denoted by T , captured by two
cameras c1 and c2. It is possible to obtain training images
from the same camera from which p was captured (c1), the
subset Tc1 ⊂ T , represented as Tc1 = (t1, ..., tM ), where
M is the number of individuals on the training set. The goal
is to compute a list of similarities between the person p and
the individuals in Tc1 , denoted as Lp = (lp1, ..., lpM ), in
which the higher the value of lpi, the more similar to p it is.
Once the Lp is computed, the top k elements in Lp, denoted
by T p

c1 = {tp1, ..., tpk}, are selected as the most similar in-
dividuals to the person p. Since person p was captured by
camera c1 and we are interested in finding his/her identity
in camera c2, we use the corresponding images of T p

c1 in
camera c2 as our prototypes (T p

c2 = {t̂p1, ..., t̂pk}) to avoid
the artifacts caused by different camera conditions.

The similarity models analysed in this work are: (1) Eu-
clidean distance, (2) PLS one-against-all model [24] and (3)
One-shot Similarity (OSS) [29].

Euclidean distance. In this approach all features are
equally important and the similarity between the person p
and the training image ti ∈ Tc1 is calculated as lpi =

((ti − p)(ti − p)T )
−1.

PLS one-against-all. Let Ic1 = {i1, i2, ..., iN} be a set of
N individuals captured by the camera c1. We intend to com-

Figure 3. Prototype discovery. For a given person p captured by
camera c1, the similarity to training image captured by c1 can be
computed using an intra-camera similarity model. The k most sim-
ilar individuals (k is a parameter), are selected and their respective
image pairs captured by camera c2 are used as the prototype of p.

pute the similarity between ij ∈ Ic1 and person p captured
by camera c1. This process can be divided in appearance
modeling and similarity computation. To model each indi-
vidual, a PLS model for ij ∈ Ic1 is learned using its feature
descriptors as the positive class and the remaining Ic1 \ij as
negative class. The result of the PLS model is the regression
coefficients βj = {β1, β2..., βD}, in which D is the size of
the feature vector. The idea is that these coefficients will
focus on attributes that will differentiate the subject ij from
the other subjects in Ic1 . Finally, to compute the similarity
between the individual ij ∈ Ic1 and p, we need project the
features of p onto βj , regression coefficients estimated for
individual ij .

One-shot similarity. In the OSS model, the similarity be-
tween a given person and a training sample captured by the
same camera c1, in our case p and ti ∈ Tc1 , can be com-
puted by training models using a fixed set of negative sam-
ples, denoted as background B, and then applying each one
at the opposite model [29]. The set B must be disjoint w.r.t.
the person p and the training samples Tc1 , being selected as
the training samples T \ Tc1 . Two PLS models are learned,
the person model uses p as positive class and B as nega-
tive, while in the training sample model, the individual ti
is employed as positive. The similarity between p and the
ti ∈ Tc1 is computed as lpi = (pβT

t + tiβ
T
p )/2, where βt

and βp are the learned regression coefficients by the PLS
model of training sample and person, respectively.

3.2. Prototype Modeling

Once the prototypes have been computed for a person p
captured by the camera c1, they are used to construct rep-



resentative models. The motivation of using the elements
in T p

c2 instead of p directly is two fold: (1) the images in
T p
c2 indirectly deals with the transfer of features at different

camera conditions and background interference; (2) simi-
lar subjects are assumed to be in T p

c2 and are labeled at the
same class, which together with the large number of posi-
tive samples constructs better PLS models.

Considering that Tc2 \ T p
c2 denotes the remaining ele-

ments in training set captured by the camera c2, a PLS
model is learned considering T p

c2 as the positive class and
Tc2 \ T p

c2 as negative.

3.3. Sample Ranking

In the previous sections, we considered how to model
subjects using their prototypes. These models are then used
to construct similarity ranks. In this section, on the other
hand, we will consider two different types of rankings: one
based on the gallery (modeled in the training) and one based
on the probe (modeled during the testing).

Gallery-based ranking. In this approach, the similarity be-
tween the gallery images and the probe, denoted by Lp, is
calculated using the set of gallery images to find the proto-
types. For each gj ∈ G captured by a camera c1, the proto-
types T gj

c2 are computed as described in Section 3.1 and the
PLS model is learned as detailed in Section 3.2. It is im-
portant to emphasize that these models are learned offline,
during training. Then, given a probe image p, represented
by a feature vector fp ∈ R1×D, the similarity between p
and a gallery image gj , denoted by lpj ∈ Lp, is obtained by
lpj = pβT

j , where βj are the regression coefficients learned
using the PLS model. The final ranking is then obtained
sorting the elements in Lp in descend order (the larger the
value of lpj , the higher is the similarity between gj and p).

Probe-based ranking. A similar process is used here.
However, instead of learning the prototypes from the gallery
images, the problem is addressed as discovering the pro-
totypes and learning the PLS model for the probe. That
is, given a probe image p, the prototype is computed and
a single PLS model is learned using the samples in the
prototype as positive class. The similarity between each
gallery gj ∈ G and p, denoted as lpj ∈ Lp, is computed by
lpj = gjβ

T , where β is the regression coefficients learned
using PLS.

Rank aggregation. Rank aggregation is widely employed
in literature to integrate different rank results in an unbi-
ased manner. This is a problem shared for diverse sci-
entific areas such as web [5] and content-based image re-
trieval [19]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time that person re-identification is formulated as a rank ag-
gregation problem. Our assumption is that the PLS models
obtained from gallery and probe images are complementary
and can be used to construct a unique rank of similarities.

In addition, we also apply rank aggregation to integrate re-
sults achieved by the proposed method with results achieved
by the method based on distance metric learning proposed
in [30]. According to the results, such aggregation achieves
the best results up to now in the literature, in two widely
used Re-ID data sets.

Different rank aggregation methods will be analyzed in
the experiments: Max, Mean, Robust Rank Aggregation
(RRA) [11] and Stuart [26]. In Max, the unified similarity
list L is computed as lj = max

1≤j≤n
{lgj , lpj}. Then, these val-

ues are used to construct a final ranking, where the higher
value in L is the first element and so on. Differently, in
Mean, the similarity is given by lj = (lgj + lpj)/2. RRA
and Stuart methods were proposed to aggregation of noisy
list of genes and have as the main characteristic the robust-
ness to noisy information and scalability. Therefore, they
have the necessary requisites for aggregation in the Re-ID
problem.

4. Experimental Results

This section evaluates the proposed approach and com-
pares it to other state-of-the-art methods using VIPeR and
PRID 450S data sets. First, we describe the data sets and
the experimental setup used. Then, we evaluate the pro-
posed prototype discovery (Section 4.1) and the approaches
to rank the results (Section 4.2). Finally, in Section 4.3,
we compare our approach to other methods in literature and
demonstrate results achieved by considering the rank aggre-
gation of different methods.

VIPeR Dataset [6]. This is a challenge dataset for View-
point Invariant Pedestrian Recognition (VIPeR)2. It con-
tains 632 image pairs captured by two different outdoor
cameras located in an academic environment, in which each
subject appears once in each camera. Some examples of
VIPeR dataset are shown in Figure 1. The variations are
mostly caused by viewpoint changes, illumination and im-
age quality. We select this dataset because it covers sce-
narios that can be found in real world applications and it
provides pairs of labeled images from two non-overlapping
cameras.

PRID 450S Dataset [23]. PRID 450S3 is a new dataset
with 450 single-shot pairs of images captured by two spa-
tially disjoint surveillance cameras capturing pedestrians
(between 100 and 200 pixels tall). The main challenges
are related to changes in viewpoint, pose, camera charac-
teristic as well as significant differences in background and
illumination. Some examples are depicted in Figure 5.

Experimental Setup. As in the majority of the works that
use VIPeR and PRID 450S, we randomly partitioned the

2Available at: http://vision.soe.ucsc.edu/?q=node/178
3Available at: https://lrs.icg.tugraz.at/download.php
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Figure 4. Analysis of different aspects of the method. (a) employment of different feature descriptors; (b) number of individuals in prototype
subset; (c) different methods used to discover the prototypes.

Figure 5. Examples from PRID 450S dataset. The top row shows
images captured by camera c1 and the bottom row shows their
respective image pairs captured by camera c2.

datasets in training and testing subsets, being half of the
image pairs to each subset. In the testing subset, images
from one camera are considered as gallery and images from
the other camera are considered as probe. The results are
reported using Cumulated Matching Characteristic (CMC)
curves showing the average of results obtained from 10 tri-
als - a common procedure to achieve more stable results.

4.1. Analysis of Prototype Discovery

Figure 4 shows different CMC curves for parameters that
affect the prototype discovering method. First, Figure 4(a)
compares different features considered in this work: SC-
NCD, described in Section 2, predominance color filter [4],
the mixture of color and texture histograms4[32] and the
histogram of RGB and HSV color channels. According to
the results, the SCNCD outperforms the other features in
our approach. Therefore, we will employ this method in
our experiments.

The second experiment, reported in Figure 4(b), shows
that the proposed method seems to be robust to different
sizes of prototypes. In addition, increasing the size beyond
25 individuals has not increased the performance. There-
fore, we have selected the parameter k = 25 for the remain-
ing of the experiments.

Finally, the results reported in Figure 4(c) compare dif-

4Available at: http://sist.sysu.edu.cn/ zhwshi/ilids.html

ferent approaches employed for prototype discovery, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.1. As we can see, a random choice of
the prototypes achieved the worst results, demonstrating the
importance of creating representative prototypes. Among
the other three methods considered, the OSS achieved the
best results and will be used in the remaining experiments.

4.2. Analysis of Ranking Methods

In Figure 6(a), we analyze different methods to address-
ing the rank aggregation problem. These methods receive
the ranks as input (RRA and Stuart) or the models output
(Mean and Max) and return a unified rank that better com-
bines both predictions. According to Figure 6(a), the worst
result was achieved using only the maximum value, while
more complex methods such as RRA and Stuart performed
slightly better than the Mean. In addition, Stuart method
presented the best overall performance and, therefore, it will
be employed in the remaining experiments.

As described in Section 3.3, we proposed the gallery-
based and probe-based approaches and their aggregation.
According to results shown in Figure 6(b), the probe- and
gallery-based methods achieved similar results, indicating
that models created using prototypes computed for each
subject in the gallery and prototypes computed for a single
probe sample achieve very similar results with the differ-
ence that learning process in the gallery-based ranking is
offline, while probe-based must be addressed online.

The most interesting result according to Figure 6(b) was
achieved by aggregating the ranks achieved by both ap-
proaches showing they are complementary and that using
both rankings as input to construct an unified ranking signif-
icantly improves the results. As consequence of its superior
performance, this aggregation of probe- and gallery-based
rankings will be regard as our proposed method in the next
section.

4.3. Comparisons

We perform a comparison of our method with oth-
ers state-of-the-art approaches in VIPeR and PRID 450S
datasets. The method proposed in Schwartz and Davis [25]
was employed as our baseline, since it was the first to
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Figure 6. Analysis of ranking methods. (a) different methods to address the rank aggregation; (b) different approaches to rank the data.

apply the PLS in the Re-ID problem. However, to be a
fair comparison, instead of using their original features,
we used their approach with the SCNCD. We also com-
pared a widely used distance metric learning-based method,
KISSME, with the features proposed by Koestinger et al.
[10] and with the SCNCD [30].

In Figure 7(a), the PLS curve is our baseline and presents
the results using the SCNCD features and addressing the
problem as Schwartz and Davis [25]. The lower perfor-
mance can be justified by the different cameras condi-
tions and the higher inter-class similarities. The method
in [10] was by much outperformed by [30] in our experi-
ments. This difference can be credited to the features since
both employed KISSME method, which reinforces the su-
perior performance of the SCNCD. The proposed method
achieved results very similar to [30] (to the best of our
knowledge, [30] achieves the best results in the literature).

While the method proposed in [30] is based on distance
metric learning, the method proposed here is an appearance-
based method. Therefore, they can be regarded as differ-
ent views of the same problem and their results can be ag-
gregated in a unique rank, represented by the curve Stuart
(Probe + Gallery) in Figure 7(a). It is possible to see that ag-
gregating both methods increased the overall performance
significantly, obtaining state-of-the-art results, e.g., achiev-
ing 90% of recognition rate at rank 16, which has not been
achieved before rank 25 in previous works.

Figure 7(b) shows the same curves for PRID 450S data
set. We did not perform the evaluation of the features pro-
posed by Koestinger et al. [10], since they are available only
for VIPeR. In addition, the evaluation of SCNCD for PRID
450S was conducted using the code provided by Yang et
al. [30] to extract their features, which can explain any di-
vergence with their reported results. Figure 7(b) confirms
the superior performance obtained by the Stuart (Probe +
Gallery), also increasing the top-1 rank in 10 percent points
as in the VIPeR dataset.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposed a novel method for person re-

identification that indirectly handles different camera condi-
tions and higher inter-class similarity constructing discrim-
inative models using representative subsets of individuals,
the prototypes. To obtain more stable representations, we
used the powerful statistical method PLS to weight features
and the OSS to construct intra-camera similarity models.
Complementary ranking were constructed for gallery and
probe image and unified achieving results similar to state-
of-the-art based on distance metric learning methods. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that an ap-
pearance based model reaches this standard. Furthermore,
experimental results demonstrated that, as each method can
be seen as a different look at the same problem, they can be
aggregated, increasing the results by as much as 10 percent
points in the VIPeR and the PRID 405S data sets.

As future directions, we intend to analyze the proposed
method in other datasets and generalize it to perform at sys-
tems with more than two cameras. In addition, since the
scalability of the proposed method is a concern, due the
similarity computation for the probe image, a scalable ap-
proach will be evaluated.
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